AMULET SAFE-WALL™

A Simple and Elegant Saferoom Wall Solution

Saferooms or ‘safe spaces’ designed to protect life during an Active Shooter event are fast becoming a core component of the well thought out security plan. Unfortunately, introducing them into an existing commercial environment as a means of protecting life can also prove to be an expensive and time-consuming proposition.

Intensive structural tear-downs, costly construction and significant downtime can make creating a saferoom environment a truly challenging proposition. Fortunately, Amulet Protective Technologies has a simple yet elegant solution, the Amulet Safe-Wall™.

Designed to be applied to an existing wall structure during construction or as a retrofit, the Amulet Safe-Wall System™ not only adds a beautiful aesthetic to virtually any environment, it is simple to install, which significantly reduces downtime. More importantly, while appealing on the outside, what lies beneath the surface – class leading Amulet® Ballistic Barrier protection – makes this saferoom system not only robust but truly exceptional.

It is worth noting that while there are savings to be had in time, labor, and construction costs over conventional wall structures, the Amulet Safe-Wall System™ is also available in custom configurations as well as a variety of surface and finishes. Protecting life while adding beauty to virtually any space.

For More Information on these and other Amulet Technologies visit www.amuletbb.com or email us: info@amuletbb.com